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We show that a trapped-ion chain interacting with an optical spin-dependent force shows strong frustration
effects due to the interplay between long range interactions and the dressing by optical phases. We consider a
strong spin-phonon coupling regime and predict a quantum phase diagram with different competing magnetic
and structural orders. In a highly frustrated region, the system shows enhanced quantum fluctuations and entan-
glement, which are characteristic of spin-liquid phases. We propose and describe within a mean-field approach
a quantum annealing process to induce a quasi-adiabatic evolution towards the ground state.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Systems with frustrated interactions play an important role
in fields from magnetism [1] to molecular biology [2]. Frus-
tration may lead to a complex energy landscape where finding
the global energy minimum becomes a computationally de-
manding task. Those systems exhibit fascinating properties,
like the strong thermal or quantum fluctuations that charac-
terize spin-liquid phases [1, 3]. Atomic analogical quantum
simulators [4] are an ideal test-bed to explore frustration and
quantum annealing. Trapped ion setups have emerged in the
last years as a powerful platform to simulate quantum mag-
netism [5–8]. Recent experiments have demonstrated the sim-
ulation of frustrated Ising models with up to 16 ions [9, 10]
in linear traps, and the generation of Ising interactions with
hundreds of ions in planar Penning traps [11]. The technical
progress in the fabrication of two-dimensional arrays of mi-
crotraps has an exciting outlook in providing us with synthetic
ion crystals of different geometries that can lead to geometri-
cal frustration [7, 12]. Zigzag ion crystal phases have been
also proposed to study frustrated quantum magnets [13].
In this work we depart from schemes simulating effective
spin-spin couplings [5] and consider the limit of strong spin-
phonon coupling leading to cooperative Jahn-Teller [14] or
Rabi lattice models [15–17]. We unveil the existence of hid-
den long range frustrated interactions leading to the competi-
tion between different magnetic and structural orders. Frus-
tration arises by the interplay of two effects: (a) an effective
long range coupling between different ions and (b) the dress-
ing of spin-phonon interactions by means of the optical phases
of lasers. Our scheme can be easily implemented with many
ions, since it only relies on a single optical force acting on
the ion chain. It also allows high simulation speeds, since we
consider a non-perturbative spin-phonon coupling regime.
This article is structured as follows: (i) We present our
model, focusing on the case of a trapped-ion spin-phonon
chain. (ii) We study the phase diagram of the model, assum-
ing no optical phases from the lasers. In the classical limit
of the problem, we show the existence of a set of (classical)
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phase transitions separating different magnetic/structural con-
figurations. Separately, we calculate the quantum phase dia-
gram by means of the Density Matrix Renormalization Group
(DMRG) method [18, 19]. (iii) Next, we carry out the same
two-part study for the case of non-zero optical phases. Owing
to these, the system exhibits frustration. We identify the val-
ues of the parameters controlling frustration in the ion chain,
and pinpoint a highly frustrated regime where quantum fluc-
tuations and entanglement are enhanced. (iv) We propose a
quantum annealing scheme that can be used in a trapped-ion
experiment to search for the ground state, and describe that
process within a non-equilibrium mean-field approximation.
(v) Finally, we provide a set of experimental parameters for
the implementation of our model in state-of-the-art trapped-
ion setups.
II. COOPERATIVE JAHN-TELLER/ RABI LATTICE
MODEL IN TRAPPED-ION CHAINS
In this work we deal with a system of spins coupled to a
common vibrational bath. Trapped-ion chains will be our ref-
erence physical system, although our model can be used to
describe a variety of physical setups consisting of quantum
emitters coupled to bosonic modes in cavity or circuit QED
[20, 21].
We consider a chain of N trapped ions with two internal
levels, |0〉 j , |1〉 j, where j is the ion index. Internal states
are coupled to the radial vibrations of the chain, which are
described by a model of hopping phonons as introduced in
many previous works (see for example [22]),
Hph
({ω j},{t j,l})=∑
j
ω ja†ja j+
1
2∑j,l
t j,la
†
jal , (1)
where a j and ω j are the annihilation operator of phonons and
the local trapping frequencies, respectively. Phonons’ hop-
ping amplitudes are given by
t j,l =
e2
mωx|z(0)j − z(0)l |3
, (2)
with e the electron charge, m the mass of the ions, ωx the
radial trapping frequency, and z(0)j the equilibrium position
2of the j ion. Physically, t j,l corresponds to the coupling be-
tween dipoles induced by the displacement of the ions rela-
tive to their equilibrium positions. The vibrational Hamilto-
nian Hph can be diagonalized in a basis of collective modes
a j = ∑nM j,nan, so
Hph({ωn}) =∑
n
ωna†nan, (3)
where M j,n and ωn are the wave function and frequency of the
vibrational mode with index n.
A microwave or Raman transition induces a transversal
(quantum) field, leading to an effective spin Hamiltonian of
the form
Hs =
Ωx
2 ∑j
σ xj . (4)
Finally, we consider a couple of lasers inducing a spin-
dependent force,
Hsph(t) = g∑
j
σ zj
(
a je
−i(∆k z(0)j +tδ j)+a†je
i(∆k z(0)j +tδ j)
)
, (5)
where g is the effective spin-phonon coupling. ∆k is the pro-
jection of the effective Raman wave vector induced by the
lasers on the chain axis, and δ j = ω j −ωL is the (detuning)
frequency of the running-wave created by the lasers [7]. We
get rid of the time dependence in the spin-phonon coupling by
transforming the total Hamiltonian to a rotating frame, such
that
Hsph(t)→ Hsph(0),
Hph({ω j},{t j,l})→ Hph({δ j},{t j,l}),
(6)
with effective shifted trapping frequencies δ j. Our final model
has the form of a generalized cooperative Jahn-Teller (or Rabi
lattice) Hamiltonian, with dressed spin-phonon couplings,
HJT∆k = Hph({δ j},{t j,l})+Hs+Hsph(0). (7)
We focus on homogeneous chains (ions equally spaced by a
distance d0), a situation that gives an approximate description
of a linear Coulomb crystal, or describes linear arrays of ion
microtraps. The phonon tunneling is expressed in the homo-
geneous case like [22, 23],
t j,l =
tC
| j− l|3 , tC =
e2
mωxd30
, (8)
and local trapping frequencies ω j are constant and approxi-
mately equal to ωx. In the rotating frame defined by the trans-
formation (6), the final Hamiltonian in the homogeneous limit
is given by
HJT∆k =∑
n
δna†nan+
Ωx
2 ∑j
σ xj
+ g∑
j,n
σ zj
(
M j,nane−i∆kd0 j+M∗j,na
†
ne
i∆kd0 j
)
, (9)
where δn = ωn−ωL are the collective vibrational frequencies
in the rotating frame. A more detailed analysis of the imple-
mentation is deferred to Appendix A. Hamiltonian (9) can be
understood as a parent Hamiltonian for a variety of models
describing trapped-ion quantum matter, like effective quan-
tum Ising models.
III. UNDRESSED (∆k = 0) ISING JAHN-TELLER
INTERACTIONS
We consider first the case ∆k = 0, corresponding to bare
Ising Jahn-Teller interactions. This model has been also intro-
duced in the context of circuit QED [15] (Rabi lattice model).
A. Classical limit Ωx = 0
We set Ωx = 0 and study the classical phases of HJT∆k=0. In
this case, the Ising Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian can be mapped to
an effective Ising model by means of a polaron transformation
[5],
U = e−S, S=∑
j,n
g
δn
σ zj (M j,na
†
n−H.c.), (10)
which decouples bosonic and spin degrees of freedom, so that
HJT∆k=0(Ωx = 0)→ Hph({δn})+∑
j,l
J∆k=0j,l σ
z
jσ
z
l . (11)
Given any spin eigenstate of this Hamiltonian –let us call it
|Ψspin〉–, it maps onto the phonons’ ground state upon undoing
the spin-dependent displacement U , so that
|ΨGS〉= |α〉|Ψspin〉, |α〉= e∑ j,n
g
δn
〈σ zj 〉(M j,na†n−H.c.)|0〉. (12)
In this expression, |0〉 denotes the phonons’ vacuum, and
〈σ z〉 is evaluated upon |Ψspin〉. This result expresses that the
motional (structural) configuration is inextricably linked to the
magnetic order (cf. Fig. 1(a)). This fact has been exploited,
for instance, in the quantum simulation of the Jahn-Teller ef-
fect with trapped ions [14].
We now focus exclusively on the Ising term in (11), as it
wholly defines the ground state of the chain. The Ising inter-
action is given by
J∆k=0j,l =−∑
n
M j,n
g2
δn
M∗l,n, (13)
which is determined by the properties of the vibrational states
in the rotating frame, Hph({δn}) = ∑n δna†nan. We derive an
approximate expression in the long chain limit N  1 (see
Appendix B),
J∆k=0j,l '−(−1) j−lJexpe−| j−l|/ξ +
Jdip
| j− l|3 j 6=l
, (14)
3with the constants
ξ =
√
log2/2
√
tC/δN/2,
Jexp =
ξg2
tC log2
,
Jdip =
g2tC
2(δN/2+7ζ (3)tC/4)2
.
(15)
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Figure 1. (color online) (a) Configurations induced by dressed spin-
phonon couplings: AF (blue) and Hopfield orders (red). (b) Effective
spin coupling as a function of ion-ion separation in a N = 20 ion
chain, between ion j = 4 and the rest of the chain. δN/2 = 1, g = 1,
tC = 0.1,1,5. Circles: exact calculation. Continuous line: estimate
from Eq. (14).
In the previous expressions, δN/2 denotes the (detuning)
frequency of the laser force from the lowest energy, zigzag vi-
brational mode, M j,n = 1/
√
N(−1) j. Also, we note that these
formulas hold only for δN/2 > 0.
The analytical expression in Eq. (14) is very accurate even
for moderate N (see Fig. 1(b)). From it, we can read that the
effective Ising interaction interpolates between two limits:
(i) Short range limit (δN/2  tC, ξ  1).- The effective
Ising interaction shows a dipolar decay, J∆k=0j,l ' Jdip/| j− l|3.
Effectively, this coupling is first-neighbors. Since Jdip > 0, the
classical ground state is antiferromagnetic.
(ii) Long range limit (δN/2 tC, ξ  1).- The exponential
decay is dominant, and for regions of length L, with L ξ ,
it becomes independent of j, l. The classical ground state re-
mains antiferromagnetic, because of the alternation of signs
in the first term in Eq. (14).
Usually, the onset of long range (effective) spin-spin inter-
actions is associated with making the spin-dependent force
nearly resonant with one particular, motional (collective)
mode –such as the center-of-mass mode, M j,n,n = 0–, which
features distant spatial correlations [10]. These are imprinted
in J∆k=0j,l through the wave function M j,n. This approach may
be problematic for N  1, since then different modes get
closer between each other and are more difficult to resolve
individually. However, from Eq. (14), we see that in the event
of many ions, the range of J∆k=0j,l relies on the relative val-
ues of δN/2 and tC, and not necessarily on some frequency
matching condition between the laser force and the motional
modes. Furthermore, these parameters are independently tun-
able. Specifically, δN/2 depends on the frequency of the force,
while tC is fixed by means of the trap frequency ωx.
B. Quantum regime, Ωx 6= 0
The quantum ground state of
HJT∆k=0 =∑
n
δna†nan+
Ωx
2 ∑j
σ xj +g∑
j,n
σ zj (M j,nan+H.c.) ,
(16)
is determined by the competition between the spin-phonon in-
teraction through the σ z-component, and the transversal field,
Ωx. In the regime of strong spin-phonon coupling (g' δN/2),
the system is no longer described by an effective Ising model,
since the polaron transformation does not commute with the
quantum (σ x) term [5]. However, the Hamiltonian (16) is in-
variant under the parity transformation
σ zj →−σ zj ,a j→−a j, (17)
which is analogous to the Z2 symmetry of the Ising model.
Thus, symmetry arguments suggest that the physics of HJT∆k=0
should be similar to that of the spin Ising Hamiltonian. In
particular, we expect a critical value of Ωx,c separating a fer-
romagnetic from a paramagnetic phase.
To study this question we have carried out calculations with
the DMRG method. In our simulations, we neglect the dipo-
lar character of the vibrational couplings and keep nearest-
neighbor interactions only, t j,l = tCδ j,l+1. The phase dia-
gram of the model is presented in Fig. 2 for a wide range of
transversal fields Ωx and Coulomb couplings tC. Because of
the parity symmetry, the z-magnetization is zero, so we have
to choose a different order parameter. We define the antiferro-
magnetic order parameter (OAF) as
OAF :=∑
j,l
(−1)| j−l| 〈σ
z
jσ
z
l 〉
N(N−1) . (18)
This observable captures the onset of the ordered phase for
Ωx <Ωx,c, whereas is zero in the paramagnetic phase.
Figure 2. (color online) DMRG phase map, for N = 40 sites, δN/2 =
g= 1, and ∆k = 0. We depict the expectation value of the OAF. For
the DMRG algorithm we used the parameters D = 22, number of
states kept, and maximum number of phonons per site n= 8.
The calculations show that there is a second order phase
transition for a critical value, Ωx,c of the transversal field. In
4particular we have studied the behavior of correlation func-
tions,
Cxxj,l = 〈σ xjσ xl 〉−〈σ xj 〉〈σ xl 〉. (19)
We see that the Cxxj,l decay exponentially for values Ωx 6=Ωx,c
and show a power-law decay, Cxxj,l ∼ | j− l|−ν for Ωx = Ωx,c,
with ν ' 2, consistent with a phase transition within the quan-
tum Ising universality class (cf. Fig. 3). By calculating the
Figure 3. (color online) DRMG correlations Cxxj,l for tC = 0.2. Same
parameters as in Fig. (2). (a) Values Ωx = 2 × 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.82. (b) log− log plot for Ωx = Ωx,c = 1.64. We fit the
result to a line, resulting in a slope ν = 2.02.
points in the phase diagram for which the correlation func-
tions have the longest range we are able to identify the critical
line shown in Fig. 2.
We can estimate the scaling of the critical line in the limit
of δN/2  tC. In this case, our problem can be described by
an effective Ising model with critical field
Ωx,c =
g2
δN/2
e−2n¯. (20)
This expression correctly predicts the behavior of the crit-
ical line for tC → 0, as can be seen in Fig. 4. It de-
pends on the numerical values of the mean phonon number
n¯= 1/N∑Nj=1〈a†nan〉 (cf. Fig. 5).
Generally, for Ωx 6= 0, phonons may be entangled with
spins in a more convoluted way than the separable solution
(12). Nevertheless, we know that this state is exact in the lim-
its of Ωx = 0 and Ωx→ ∞. Also, it has been shown that this
description applies, at least qualitatively, to the regime of long
range interactions ξ  1 [24]. This last claim is supported
by the increasing degree of correlation for larger tC between
the mean phonon number n¯ (Fig. 5) and the OAF parameter
(Fig. 2). The change of n¯ at Ωx = Ωx,c signals the quantum
magnetic/structural equivalent of the zigzag structural phase
transition [25, 26].
Figure 4. (color online) OAF values for tC→ 0. We show the DMRG
(upper line) vs. the short range predictions (20) (bottom line). There
is agreement in the short range limit tC δN/2 = 1. The rest of the
parameters are the same as in Fig. (2).
Figure 5. (color online) DMRG mean phonon number. Same param-
eters as in Fig.(2).
IV. DRESSED (∆k 6= 0) ISING JAHN-TELLER
INTERACTIONS
Now we discuss the effect of non-zero optical phases of the
laser force. In this case, ∆k dresses the (effective) spin-spin
interactions, so as
J∆kj,l = cos[∆kd0( j− l)]J∆k=0j,l . (21)
The periodically alternating strengths of the spin-spin cou-
plings stem from the laser force inhomogeneous phases,
which imprint an extra spatial modulation on the collective
motion of the chain. We shall see that this feature, together
with the tunable range of J∆kj,l , gives rise to frustration in the
system.
A. Classical limit Ωx = 0
We study the case HJT∆k(Ωx = 0). As in the previously con-
sidered classical limit, the motional ground state consists of
5ions oscillating in the structural configuration dictated by the
local spin projections along the z axis. The spin ground states
are determined by the range of the effective, dressed interac-
tions J∆kj,l . Accordingly, we distinguish between:
(i) Short range limit (δN/2 tC, ξ  1).- Here the ground
state is either antiferromagnetic (AF) or ferromagnetic (F),
depending on the sign of the nearest-neighbor couplings:
〈σ zj 〉F = 〈σ zj+1〉F if J∆kj, j+1 < 0, and 〈σ zj 〉AF = −〈σ zj+1〉AF if
J∆kj, j+1 > 0.
(ii) Long range limit (δN/2  tC, ξ  1).- Now we can
approximate
J∆kj,l =−Jexp ∑
m=c,s
χ [m]j χ
[m]
l , (22)
with χ [c]j = (−1) j cos(∆kd0 j), χ [s]j = (−1) j sin(∆kd0 j).
These two different configurations of the couplings can be in-
dependently satisfied, because they are (quasi-) orthogonal.
Thus, both solutions 〈σ zj 〉Hopf = sign(χ [c]j ), and 〈σ zj 〉Hopf =
sign(χ [s]j ) are ground states of the problem, and they are
degenerate when N → ∞. We have obtained an effective
model reminiscent of Hopfield’s description of neural net-
works [27, 28]. The magnetic order is set by the laser force
inhomogeneous phase, and consists of the two possible ar-
rangements {sign(χ [c]j ),sign(χ [s]j )}.
This situation changes drastically in between the short and
long range limits. In this regime, that lies around tC = t¯C' 0.5
for the parameters we are using, the exponential and dipo-
lar contributions to J∆kj,l have similar weights, and the mini-
mum energy configuration must be an interplay between the
AF/F and Hopfield ground states. Since these two sets of or-
ders cannot be simultaneously satisfied, there are many spins
for which pointing either upwards or downwards has no con-
tribution to the ground state energy. As a consequence, a
huge number of different states have energies very close to
the global energy minimum. This large amount of (quasi-)
degeneracy is the defining characteristic of frustration.
B. Quantum regime, Ωx 6= 0
In this case, we are going to focus exclusively on the spin
degrees of freedom. The onset of magnetic frustration around
tC = t¯C, together with a non-zero value of Ωx, has dramatic
consequences for the ground state. The large amount of
(quasi-) degenerate, classical ground states, gives rise to a
huge set of coherent superpositions in the quantum regime,
leading to the enhancement of quantum fluctuations, and to
the increase of the quantum correlations. These two elements
are a landmark of the spin-liquid phases in frustrated magnets
[1, 3].
Quantum fluctuations in the frustrated regime are un-
veiled by the increase of the mean x-magnetization, mx =
(1/N)∑ j〈σ xj 〉. As many spins are subject to frustrated inter-
actions, they must align appreciably with σ x for infinitesimal
values of Ωx. Outside the frustrated regime, we recover ei-
ther the AF/F or the Hopfield orders, which are more resilient
against perturbations. Therefore, we see a sudden change in
mx depending on whether the system is in the frustrated re-
gion or not (cf. Fig. 6). Indeed, we have calculated some spin
orders for different values of tC, that illustrate the transition
between the ordered and the frustrated phases (Fig. 8).
Figure 6. (color online) Quantum phase diagram of an ion chain
with N = 40 ions. δN/2 = g = 1. We show the DMRG calculations
for ∆k = 2pi/(3d0). Rest of parameters as in Fig. (2). The red circle
pinpoints the highly frustrated regime. The inset shows the sudden
enhancement of quantum fluctuations between the ordered and frus-
trated phases.
For the calculations of the spatial quantum correlations in
this case, we have performed an independent simulation. This
is depicted in Fig. 7. We see that Cxxj,l exhibits the typi-
cal exponential decay of gapped phases [29], for the short
and long range coupling regimes. The correlations in the
AC/F phase (tC = 0.48), exhibit no structure apart from the
exponential decay. On the contrary, in the Hopfield phase
(tC = 1.5), the periodicity imprinted by the force inhomoge-
neous phase ∆k = 5pi/(3d0) shows up clearly on the spatial
correlations. However, the most interesting effect is the en-
hancement of correlations in the highly frustrated regime. The
abrupt change in correlation range between tC = 0.48 (no frus-
tration) and the value tC = 0.49 (frustrated region) shows that
the variation on the physical properties of the ground state be-
tween these two regimes happens very sharply. This provides
us with another accurate resource to pinpoint the frustrated
regime, along with the enhancement of quantum fluctuations.
V. QUANTUM ANNEALING
Our model can be implemented with trapped ions, and used
to assess the efficiency of quantum annealing [30, 31] in find-
ing a global classical ground state in the presence of frustrated
interactions [32]. Here we resort to a mean-field ansatz to pre-
dict the quasi-adiabatic evolution of the system. Our method
is very similar to the one recently used in the theoretical de-
scription of quantum annealers fabricated with superconduct-
ing qubits [33]. As we shall see this approach is not fully
6Figure 7. (color online) Results for the ground state of a chain with
N = 50 ions calculated with a DMRG algorithm (number of states
kept D = 18, maximum number of phonons n = 9), with g = 1,
δN/2 = 1, Ωx = 0.01, and ∆k = 5pi/(3d0). Correlations functions
Cxxj,l = 〈σ xjσ xl 〉−〈σ xj 〉〈σ xl 〉 for values of tC in the AF/F, Hopfield and
frustrated phases.
conclusive about the performance of the quantum protocol.
Still, our calculation is interesting since trapped-ion experi-
ments can shed light on the relevance of quantum correlations
in quantum annealing, by means of a comparison between the
output of analogical quantum simulations and our classical
mean-field results.
We devise a protocol described by the Hamiltonian
Had(t) =Hph({δn})+Hs(Ωx(t))+ 12Ωz(t)∑j
σ zj +Hsph(g(t)),
(23)
where the parameters evolve as
Ωx(t) =Ωx(0)e−t/τev ,
Ωz(t) =Ωz(0)e−t/τ
′
ev ,
g(t)2 = g(0)2(1− e−t/τev).
(24)
We note that Had(t) consists of the original HJT∆k(t) –that
now changes in time according to the annealing schedules
g(t),Ωx(t)–, and a longitudinal field of magnitude Ωz(t). In a
real experiment, one can dispose of this latter term at no ex-
pense. However, as we explain below, this symmetry-breaking
field is necessary for the mean-field treatment of the dynam-
ics. Also, we consider two different typical time scales τev, τ ′ev
in the evolution. To optimally hit the classical ground state,
these times must fulfill τ ′ev τev. This is because a non-zero
value of Ωz modifies the target energy landscape of the prob-
lem. Therefore, Ωz must be effectively zero at the time the
(quantum) field Ωx is performing the quantum annealing. We
accomplish this requirement by imposing the former condi-
tion upon the two different typical times.
The annealing process proceeds as follows. According to
(24), at t = 0 there is no spin-phonon coupling. We initialize
the dynamics in the state
|ΨGS(t = 0)〉= |0〉
N⊗
j=1
∣∣θ j〉 . (25)
The vector
∣∣θ j〉 is an eigenstate of the fields along x and z di-
rections. Next, the system evolves towards the strongly cou-
pled spin-phonon regime Ωx,Ωz→ 0,g 6= 0, and at some time
t f  τev,τ ′ev, it reaches a final state, that under ideally adia-
batic evolution would correspond to the classical ground state.
To test this picture, we solve the dynamics described by
(23) within a mean-field approximation. Specifically, we
derive the Heisenberg equations of motion for the expecta-
tion values of an(t),σαj (t),α = x,y,z upon a particular vec-
tor |ΨGS〉. We assume that this vector is a separable state of
bosons and spins, and that these latter are decoupled between
neighboring sites. This reduces every expectation value of the
product of observables to the product of their mean values.
This approximation must be handled with care, as it can
lead to incorrect predictions. For instance, let us assume that
Ωz(t) = 0,∀t. In this case, the initial condition for the dynam-
ics is no longer (25), rather |Ψ′GS(t = 0)〉 = |0〉
⊗
j
∣∣↓x, j〉. As
a consequence of the separability assumption, it turns out that
this state is a stationary solution of the Heisenberg equations.
However, this is not correct, as the exact dynamics would
transfer population away from this state, owing to the spin-
boson coupling. This is the reason for including the term Ωz
in (23).
Our protocol is intended to work in the strongly coupled
spin-phonon regime, where bosonic degrees of freedom can-
not be adiabatically eliminated. Nevertheless, it is still pos-
sible to encode the whole dynamics exclusively in the spin
degrees of freedom, as an artifact of the mean-field approx-
imation. Let us write the equation of motion for the collec-
tive phonon operators in the interaction picture with respect
to Hph({δn})
d
dt
〈a˜n(t)〉=−ig
(
t
τev
)
∑
j
〈σ zj (t)〉ei∆k jM∗j,neiδnt , (26)
This interaction picture amounts to the change of variable
a˜n = aneiδnt , where the an are the phonon operators in the
Schro¨dinger picture. Since the protocol starts in the param-
agnetic phase, where 〈a˜n(0)〉= 0, we get, after an integration
by parts,
〈a˜n(t)〉=−
g
(
t
τev
)
δn ∑j
〈σ zj (t)〉ei∆k jM∗j,neiδnt
+
∫ t
0
dt ′
d
dt ′′
[
g
(
t
τev
)
∑ j〈σ zj (t ′′)〉ei∆k jM j,n
]
t ′′=t ′
δn
eiδnt
′
. (27)
We can drop the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (27)
as long as we assume that dt〈σ xj (t)〉 δn and τ−1ev ,τ ′−1ev  δn.
The latter requirement is fulfilled for long enough evolution
times τev, τ ′ev, but the first condition must be validated a pos-
teriori from the self-consistency of the results (cf. Fig. 10).
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Figure 8. (color online) Different ground states for ∆k = 2pi/(3d0),Ωx = 0.01. The rest of the parameters are the same as in Fig. (2). For
tC = 0.48 the system is in the AF phase. It suddenly jumps into the frustrated regime for tC = 0.49, and features different exotic configurations
in the highly frustrated regime, around the value t¯C ' 0.5. Finally, for tC = 1.6 the system is well inside the non-frustrated Hopfield phase.
We plug this last relation into the remaining equations of
motion, and finally we arrive to the closed set
d
dt
〈σ xj (t)〉=−Ωz(0)e
− t
τ ′ev 〈σ yj (t)〉
+2∑
l
(1− e− tτev )J∆kj,l 〈σ yj (t)〉〈σ zl (t)〉,
d
dt
〈σ yj (t)〉=Ωz(0)e
− t
τ ′ev 〈σ xj (t)〉−Ωx(0)e−
t
τev 〈σ zj (t)〉
−2∑
l
(1− e− tτev )J∆kj,l 〈σ xj (t)〉〈σ zl (t)〉,
d
dt
〈σ zj (t)〉=Ωx(0)e−
t
τev 〈σ yj (t)〉.
(28)
We now integrate these equations, and present the results in
Fig. 9. We calculate 〈σ zj (t)〉, and at a time t = tf τev,τ ′ev, we
quantify the fidelity between the exact ground state in the clas-
sical limit, 〈σ zj 〉ex, and the quantum annealing result, 〈σ zj 〉QA,
by the overlap,
F =
1
N
|∑
j
〈σ zj 〉ex〈σ zj 〉QA|. (29)
Finally, this calculation is performed for increasing typical
evolution times τev, and for different values of tC, in both the
ordered and frustrated regimes.
We recall that for Ωx = 0, the whole ground state is com-
pletely defined by the spin configuration compatible with J∆kj,l .
In the presence of frustration, finding such configuration re-
quires sampling among a huge number of candidates. There-
fore, we had to restrict our simulation to N = 20 ions, in which
case the exact spin ground states can be computed by usual
minimization routines.
The mean-field adiabatic evolution of the spin-phonon sys-
tem is predicted to reach the global ground state far from the
highly frustrated regime. Accordingly, for values of the cou-
pling tC  t¯C, the evolution hits the F phase (upper line in
Fig. 9). We recall that this is the ground state in the short
range interaction regime in the case of ∆k = 2pi/(3d0). Quite
remarkably, when tC = t¯C ' 0.5 (second line from the top),
the mean-field dynamics is still able to reproduce the exact
solution. The fact that it takes a longer time to converge sig-
nals the onset of a more convoluted energy landscape. We
note as well that before reaching the value F = 1 steadily,
the protocol explores other orders, pinpointing the existence
of quasi-degenerate solutions. On the contrary, deeper in the
highly frustrated regime tC = 0.55 (bottom line), the mean-
field ansatz performs very poorly, and it does not abandon the
initial condition for any of the time scales considered. For
tC = 1 (third line from the top), the simulation is also unable
to converge in the time scales considered. These two latter
results may imply that in this regime there are features that
cannot be captured by the mean-field ansatz.
We stress that only an exact simulation of the full, quantum
dynamics, would assess the validity of quantum annealing as
an algorithm to find the lowest energy configuration in this
system. However, it has been argued that a mean-field ap-
proach, as the one we have studied, suffices to capture the
output of a physical realization of our protocol [33]. This
amounts to neglect the effect of quantum correlations on the
exact dynamics. In the light of the previous results, we can-
8not claim that the mean-field approach correctly predicts the
exact annealing dynamics, nor that it does not. Therefore, this
system is an ideal scenario for experiments to test whether a
quantum correlated annealer would yield results which cannot
be described by our mean-field (separable) ansatz.
Figure 9. (color online) Outcome of the quantum annealing protocol.
N = 20, δN/2 = g= 1, and values of tC indicated in the figure. ∆k =
2pi/(3d0), and Ωx(0) = 5, Ωz(0) = 10−1 Ωx(0), and τev = 10 τ ′ev.
Regarding the condition dt〈σ xj (t)〉  δn, we present in Fig.
10 the evolution of the spin mean values during the annealing
process. The inset shows the spin precession as a result of
the asymmetry in the typical times of evolution between the
field Ωx and the symmetry breaking term Ωz. We estimate
d/dt〈σ zj (t)〉 as the product of the amplitude of the oscillation
divided by its period, so that d/dt〈σ zj (t)〉∼ 10−3minn δn=
δN/2 = 1. Therefore, we see that dropping the integral term in
Eq. (27) is justified in this case.
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Figure 10. (color online) Evolution of the spin expectation values.
We set tC = 2,g= δN/2 = 1,∆k= 0,Ωx =Ωz = 5,τev = 8τ ′ev = 10−4.
VI. TRAPPED IONS EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Our model H∆kJT can be naturally implemented with state-of-
the-art trapped-ion setups. Initialization of the system would
include cooling the chain close to the vibrational ground state.
A typical average distance between ions is d0 = 10 µm. Con-
sidering 9Be+ ions and a radial trapping frequency ωx = 5
(2pi) MHz, we get a Coulomb coupling tC = 98 kHz. The lat-
ter is the most important experimental energy scale, limiting
the overall speed of an experiment. Axial trapping frequencies
for N = 20 and 50 ions with those parameters are ωz = 192
and 94 (2pi) kHz, respectively. To induce the spin-dependent
force, Eq. (7), a running wave detuned from the first red side-
band transition by ωx− δN/2 may be applied. The detuning
can be chosen so as to yield a range of values for tC/δN/2
that covers the phase diagram in Fig. 2. Spin-phonon cou-
plings, g, can be in the range of 100 kHz, thus comparable
to tC, [34]. Illuminating the ions with an optical force with
effective wavelength λ ' 320 nm, would require a small mis-
alignment with the direction transversal to the ion chain axis
with angle θ ' 0.6 degrees to render the value ∆k= 2pi/(3d0)
used in the examples above. With those values, the evolution
time for quantum annealing in Fig. 9 would be of the order of
ms. Radial and axial vibrational normal modes cannot overlap
to avoid exciting axial modes with the spin-dependent force,
a condition that is fulfilled in the range of parameters consid-
ered here. We remark that the strongly coupled spin-phonon
regime considered here (with δN/2 ' g), allows us to avoid the
condition g δN/2 [5].
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have shown that one of the simplest models that can be
experimentally implemented with trapped ions yields a fas-
cinating phenomenology due to the interplay between long
range interactions and frustration induced by optical phases.
Our model can be extended to other setups, like for example
arrays of superconducting qubits coupled to microwave cav-
ities, where a similar dressing of qubit-boson couplings has
recently been proposed in [35]. Our proposal can be used to
experimentally explore the efficiency of quantum annealing in
a controllable one-dimensional setup, thus shedding light on
applications of this method in related setups [33, 36].
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9Appendix A: Dressed trapped-ion spin-phonon chain
Our model can be realized either in a linear Paul trap, where
the spatial distribution of the chain is inhomogeneous, or in a
linear array of microtraps, where the separation between ions
can be made homogeneous by fabrication. We consider here
in more detail the most common case of a linear crystal in a
Paul trap, with N ions of charge e and mass m along the trap
axis z. The ions repulsive interaction along with the effective
quadratic potential of the trap –with magnitudes ωx,ωz for the
transversal and longitudinal components respectively– render
a crystal structure which forms a chain for strong radial con-
finement ωx ωz [23].
The position of each ion j, can be described like
r j = δx j xˆ j+(z
(0)
j +δ z j) zˆ j, (A1)
where z(0)j are the equilibrium positions along the chain and
δx j and δ z j are the displacement operators in the radial
and axial direction, respectively. A Taylor expansion of the
Coulomb potential around the equilibrium positions up to sec-
ond order leads to an harmonic Hamiltonian. In the harmonic
approximation, vibrations in different directions are not cou-
pled. The Hamiltonian describing the radial vibrations reads
[23]:
Hph =
1
2m∑j
p2x, j+
1
2
mω2x∑
j
δx2j
− 1
2 ∑j>l
e2
|z(0)j − z(0)l |
(δx j−δxl)2. (A2)
We neglect the axial displacements, since they will be weakly
coupled to the spin-dependent forces introduced below. Now
we second quantize this expression by means of the identifi-
cations δx j = 1/
√
2mωx(a j+a†j) and px, j = i
√
mωx/2(a†j −
a j). Furthermore, we dismiss the terms that do not conserve
the phonon number such as a2j or (a
†
j)
2 because they are fast
rotating as long as ωx  t j,l , which in turn is fulfilled be-
cause the harmonic potential energy must be greater than the
Coulomb energy. Then we are arrive to the final Hamiltonian
for the oscillations
Hph
({ω j},{t j,l})=∑
j
ω ja†ja j+
1
2 ∑j>l
t j,l(a
†
jal+H.c.),
(A3)
with the on-site frequency and Coulomb mediated long range
hopping given by
ω j =ωx− 12 ∑p6= j
e2
mωx|z(0)j − z(0)p |3
, t j,l =
e2
mωx|z(0)j − z(0)l |3
.
(A4)
The spin-dependent force can be realized by two lasers in-
ducing an AC Stark shift between two effective levels with
∆k= k1−k2 and ωL = ω1−ω2
Hsph(t) =
Ωac
2 ∑j
σ zj cos(∆k · r j−ωLt) (A5)
where we can approximate the product ∆k · r j in terms of the
equilibrium positions and displacements,
∆k · r j = (∆kx,0,∆kz) · (δx j,0,z(0)j +δ z j)
= ηx(ax, je−iωxt +a†x, je
iωxt)+ηz(az, je−iωzt +a†z, je
iωzt)
+ ∆kzz
(0)
j , (A6)
and the Lamb-Dicke parameters are defined as
ηβ =
∆kβ√
2mωβ
, β = x,z. (A7)
Typical distances for ions in Paul traps are d0 = 10 µm. For
N = 20 and N = 50 ions, and considering 9Be+ ions, this cor-
responds to axial trapping frequencies ωz = 192 and ωz = 94
(2pi) kHz, as shown by a simple calculation of the ions equi-
librium positions. For an optical laser |∆k| ≈ 2pi/320 nm-1
[34]. Let us consider now the value ∆kx = 2pi/(3d0) used
in the calculations in the main text. With the typical value
for |∆k| above, this can be achieved by using an angle θ be-
tween the incident optical force and the perpendicular to the
ion chain θ ≈ 0.6 degrees, such that ∆kx = cos(θ)|∆k|, and
∆kz = sin(θ)|∆k|. With those values, and considering ωx =
5 (2pi MHz) we get Lamb-Dicke parameters ηx ≈ 0.21, and
ηz = 0.011 (for N = 20, ωz = 192 (2pi) kHz) and ηz = 0.016
(for N = 40, ωz = 98 (2pi) kHz). Since condition ηx,ηz 1
is satisfied, we can express the spin-dependent force (A5) like
Hsph(t) =
Ωac
2 ∑j
σ zj
2
(1+ iηx(ax, je−iωxt +a†x, je
iωxt)
+ iηz(az, je−iωzt +a†z, je
iωzt))ei∆kzz
(0)
j e−iωLt +H.c., (A8)
where finally the lasers are made resonant with the couplings
to the transversal phonons ωL ≈ ωx− δ , with δ  ωx. If we
dismiss the fast rotating terms such as the carrier resonance
and the interactions with the longitudinal direction (see be-
low for a justification), we arrive at the time dependent spin-
phonon Hamiltonian in the interaction picture,
Hsph(t) = g∑
j
σ zj
(
a†je
i(∆kzz
(0)
j −δ t)+a je−i(∆kzz
(0)
j −δ t)
)
, (A9)
with effective spin-phonon coupling g (we dropped the x in
the boson operators because we are dealing exclusively with
the transversal oscillations). Note that in the main text we just
drop the subindex z in ∆kz from Hsph, and the x in the radial
phonon operators.
Neglecting the spin-phonon coupling to the axial displace-
ments, δ z j, has to be justified with care. Even though ηz 
ηx, still a residual coupling to the axial modes can spoil an
implementation of our proposal, since those are more difficult
to cool to the ground state. However, with the range of pa-
rameters that we are choosing, the normal axial modes are not
resonant with the radial ones, and the spin-dependent force
can be slightly off-resonant with respect to the radial nor-
mal modes, while far detuned from the axial normal modes.
For example, for N = 20, (ωz = 192 (2pi) kHz), and N = 50
10
(ωz = 0.094 (2pi) kHz), the maximum axial normal mode en-
ergy is ωz,max = 2.29 (2pi MHz) and ωz,max = 2.5 (2pi) MHz,
respectively, off-resonant with the radial normal modes, cen-
tered around ωx = 5 (2pi) MHz.
Appendix B: Effective spin-spin interaction in the long chain
limit
In this section we show how to derive an approximate an-
alytical expression for J j,l in the limit of N  1. This can
be done considering the homogeneous chain with PBC condi-
tions. For simplicity, we also assume that N is even from now
on. The ions are equally spaced by a distance d0, so we write
|z(0)j − z(0)l |= d0| j− l|. Phonon frequencies no longer depend
on the ion index j, and fulfill ω j ' ωx, ∀ j, where ωx is the
trap transversal frequency. The hopping strengths t j,l trans-
form into cyclic functions of | j− l|, i.e. t j,l = tCFj,l , where
Fj,l =

0 if j = l,
1
| j− l|3 if 0 < | j− l| ≤
N
2
,
1
N−|( j− l)|3 if
N
2
< | j− l| ≤ N.
(B1)
Accordingly, the phonon Hamiltonian (1) reads
Hph(ωx,{t j,l}) = ∑ j,l A j,la†jal , with
A j,l = ωxδ j,l+
1
2
tCFj,l . (B2)
Every row of this matrix is a cyclically shifted version of
the previous upper row. Thus, it is diagonal in the basis
of eigenstates M j,n = ei
2pin
N j/
√
N, n = 0, . . . ,N− 1. Further-
more, the dispersion relation of the normal modes, ωn =
∑m∑ j,l A j,lM j,nM∗l,m, is just the discrete Fourier transform of
any of the rows of Fj,l . We parametrize these as Fq = F| j−l|,
q= 0, . . . ,N/2, so as
ωn = ωx+
tC
2
(
FN/2(−1)n+
N/2−1
∑
q=0
2cos(
2piqn
N
)Fq
)
. (B3)
We note that this expression, as a function of n, has a min-
imum for n = N/2. This mode describes ions oscillating in
a zigzag structure along the trap axis (see Fig. 1(a), blue
line). It has the lowest energy among the collective excita-
tions, because the vibrational modes M j,n stem from the radial
off-equilibrium displacements of the ions, for which tC > 0,
meaning that spatial orders where the ions are as far apart from
each other as possible, are energetically preferred.
The former frequencies are shifted once we move into a
rotating frame with the laser detunings, so as ωn−ωL = δn.
In order to understand the decay of J j,l it is convenient to work
out its continuum limit, e.g.
J∆k=0j,l =−
N−1
∑
n=0
g2
δn
1
N
ei
2pin
N ( j−l) N→∞∼ − 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
g2eix| j−l|
δ (x)
dx,
(B4)
Figure 11. (color online) Plot of z= | f (z)|, where f (z), z= x+ iy, is
the integrand of the last integral in (B8). We set δN/2 = 2, tC = 1,g=
1 and | j− l|= 1. The lines along x= 0,2pi depict the trajectories of
fastest descend, which go exponentially to zero. There is a pole at
z+ ' pi+ i1.5.
where the dispersion relation δ (x) is now the real valued func-
tion
δ (x) = δx+ tC
∞
∑
k=1
cos(kx)
k3
, δx = ωx−ωL. (B5)
In accordance with the previous discussion, we find that
δ (pi) = δx− 3/4tCζ (3) is the minimum value of δ (x) on the
interval [0,2pi] (ζ (3)' 1.2021, where ζ is the Riemann Zeta
function). We will refer to it as δN/2 = δN/2(δx, tC). It is posi-
tive if δx > 3/4tCζ (3). We consider this scenario of δN/2 > 0
in the following. Negative phonon energies δN/2 < 0, on the
contrary, lead to an unbounded (from below) energy spectrum
for Hph({δn}), as well as the appearance of zeros in the de-
nominator of (B4) along its domain of integration.
For the evaluation of (B4) we are going to rely on its ex-
tension to the complex plane. We start by noticing that the
complex-valued function
δ (z) = δx+
tC
2
(Li3(e−iz)+Li3(eiz)), z= x+ iy, (B6)
coincides with the dispersion relation (B5) when y= 0. In this
expression,
Li3(z) =
∞
∑
k=1
zk
k3
, |z| ≤ 1 (B7)
is the polylogarithm function, which admits this series repre-
sentation on the unit circle centered around the origin of the
complex plane. Now we can use this function, together with
the Residue Theorem (cf. [37]) to write
− 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
g2eix| j−l|
δx+ tC∑∞k=1
cos(kx)
k3
dx
= 2piiRes(
−g2eiz| j−l|
2piδ (z)
, z+)+
1
2pi
∫
γ
g2eiz| j−l|
δ (z)
dz. (B8)
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Figure 12. (color online) (a) Closed contour consisting of the segment along the real line from z= 0 to z= 2pi and the curve in the upper part
of the complex plane γ . We denote by z+ the approximate root of δ (z) with Im(z+)> 0. (b) Effective contours for the evaluation of the second
term in (B8). These are the next order contributions after the residue in the pole z+. Along these directions the integrand shrinks exponentially
fast. Because of this we consider also that the non-exponential part of the integrand is well described by its series expansion close to the real
axis.
The integrand on the complex plane is visualized in Fig. 11.
We denote the zero of δ (z) within the contour depicted in Fig.
12(a) by z+. We choose this contour as the segment [0,2pi]
along the real axis, and the curve γ in the upper complex plane.
At this time, γ is completely arbitrary, apart from enclosing
z+.
Let us focus first on computing the residue term in (B8).
As already noted, the function δ (z) has no zeros on the real
line as long as δx > 3/4tCζ (3). In the complex plane, how-
ever, there are two zeros of δ (z) along the line x = pi , which
are symmetric with respect to the real axis. To give an ana-
lytical estimation, we further assume that they are of the form
z = pi + iy±, with |y±|  1. Therefore, the function (B6) is
approximated by the first non-trivial term in its Taylor series,
δ (pi+ iy±)' δx+ tC
∞
∑
k=1
(−1)k
k3
(1− k
2y2±
2
)
= δx− 34ζ (3)tC− y
2
± log(2)
tC
2
. (B9)
Thus, δ (pi+ iy±)' 0 is attained for
y± =±
√
δx−3/4ζ (3)tC
tC log2/2
, (B10)
Equivalently, we can write δ (z±)' 0⇒ z± = pi+ iy±. Since
we are only interested in the residue of δ (z) at the pole, we
further assume that δ (z)' (z− z+)(z− z−), which makes the
calculation straightforward, and yields
2piiRes(
−g2eiz| j−l|
2piδ (z)
, z+)'−(−1)| j−l| g
2ξ
tC log(2)
e−
| j−l|
ξ ,
(B11)
where ξ = |y+|−1. We recall that approximating δ (z) in this
way is justified only when the pole z+ is very close to the
real axis. Therefore, we expect a better agreement for bigger
ξ . This exponential decay is the continuous version of the
laser being resonant with one or several normal modes, whose
effective spread upon the chain is ξ .
The second term in (B8) can be estimated from the con-
tributions of the integrand upon its fastest descent directions.
This amounts to a particular choice of γ , with the only con-
straints of having its endpoints on the real axis, and enclos-
ing the point z+. The directions for which |eiz| j−l||/|δ (z)|
shows the largest changes are lines perpendicular to the real
axis, starting at z = 0 and z = 2pi , and running towards the
upper part of the complex plane. This is so because of the
exponential decrease of the integrand along them. Therefore,
we choose γ as the segments parametrized by z1(t) = it and
z2(t) = 2pi+ it for t ∈ [0, t0], t0 > 0, and a line joining them at
their endpoints (cf. Fig. 12(b)). The contribution of the lat-
ter is negligible as the integrand is exponentially shrunk away
from the real axis. Therefore
1
2pi
∫
γ
g2eiz| j−l|
δ (z)
dz' g
2
2pi
(∫ 0
t0
e−t| j−l|
δ (it)
idt+
∫ t0
0
e−t| j−l|
δ (2pi+ it)
idt
)
=
g2
2pi
∫ t0
0
dt ie−t| j−l|
(
1
δ (2pi+ it)
− 1
δ (it)
)
=
g2
2pi
∫ t0
0
dt ie−t| j−l|(−2i) Im
(
1
δ (it)
)
'
g2tC
4(δx+ tCζ (3))2
∫ ∞
0
t2e−t| j−l|dt. (B12)
In this derivation, we have relied on the fact that δ (it) and
δ (2pi+ it) belong to different branches of the polylogarithm,
12
for which the imaginary part changes its sign. Also, we ap-
proximate 1/δ (it) by its series expansion, to second order, for
t→ 0+, since these are the only values not exponentially elim-
inated by e−t| j−l|. We have assumed as well that no further
error is included if we make t0→ ∞. Performing the previous
integral, we arrive at
1
2pi
∫
γ
g2eiz| j−l|
δ (z)
dz' g
2tC
2(δx+ tCζ (3))2
1
| j− l|3 , | j− l|  1.
(B13)
We conclude that the effective coupling of the Ising inter-
action stemming from the Coulomb repulsion has two main
contributions, e.g.
J∆k=0j,l '−(−1) j−lJexpe−| j−l|/ξ +
Jdip
| j− l|3 j 6=l
, (B14)
where
Jexp =
g2ξ
tC log(2)
, Jdip =
g2tC
2(δN/2+7/4 tCζ (3))2
. (B15)
The interplay of the exponential and dipolar decays is dic-
tated by the magnitude of the typical length ξ , as given by
ξ =
√
log2/2
√
tC/δN/2. (B16)
If δN/2  tC, the exponential behavior is overtaken by the
dipolar contribution. This effect is usually attributed to a de-
structive interaction between normal modes, since all of them
are equally off-resonant with the laser [7]. If δN/2 ∼ tC, the
laser frequency lies within the motional spectrum. This fre-
quency will be close to one or several δn. Therefore, ξ is a
measure of the extent of these motional wave functions.
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